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Issue 845

Curators vote to raise tuition, fees

t

~I

by Scott Lamar

Tuition increases
of the past
five years

on~e Current staff

The Board of Curators voted unanimously

Friday, Jan 19 to raise
educational fees by 9 percent for the 1996-97 OC3demic year. With this final increase, tuition has
risen a total of 45 percent
over the course of the
Curators' five-yearfinancial plan.
Next year it will cost
students at UM-St Louis
$121 per credit hour, or
an increase of $10 per
credit hour.
Student fees will also
climb. The Student Services, Recreation, University Center, Athletic and
Student Activity fee will
increase an average of
25.9 percent, the largest
percent increase of an y of
the fourUM campuses.
The current five-year plan calls
upon students to help pay for basic and
critical shortcomings in the University
system. Under the plan, tuition was to
increase at the Higher Education Price

t

Index (HEPI) plus $200 per year.
UM President George Russell said
that it was important for the boord to
follow through with the recommended
irx::reases because many needs still must
be addressed. ·Russell said that at the
beginning of the five-year plan, for inSIallCe, foculty salaries, in aggregate, were
19 percent below the average of the public
American Association of Universities
(AAU). Now, he said, the adjustments in
tuition have allowed the UM system to be
com~tive for high quality IXulty.
"The student fees accounted for
about 25 percent of the $130 million
redirection of resources, 20 percent of
which was put back into fmancial aid,"
Russell said. 'We are now generating
from student fees about $30 million per
year more than we generated b;efore we
started the five-year plan."
Curator Mary Gillespie, an alumna
of UM-St Louis, was opposed to the
fee increases at last year's meeting, but
supported the plan this year.
"It's the last year of a five-year
plan," Gillespie said, "and I didn' thave
any commu nication with students
whereas last year I did. Also, the president (Russell) made a statement to stay
v,..jthin (HEP!). That was critical."
Cwator Maiaika Home, also an
alumnaofUM-S LLouis, said she voted

for the increases because more money tion Price Index, but nothing other
than that That's my hope."
will be given to teachers.
My foremost concern is getting the
Bhatt said that increasing tuition
best foculty to the University." Home at HEPI plus $200 last year Wa<i not
said. "I think that will be the greatest justified due to the state' s funding
benefit to the students. Though it first more money than antici\XUfd.
"Despite an alternate proposal
glance it (the fee increases) may not
look like it's not considering students, presented by UM system student
I think that the best education comes leaders," Bhatt read in a statement
from your teachers."
to the board, "the board increased
Student Curator Guyatri Bhatt, who tuition at the higher rate. Maybe the
not get to vote, aweaJed to the board board would consider giving stuto review the progress ochieved over the dents some kind of a refund?"
last. four years before voting. However, it
At that, Russell, along with sevwas to no avail as the boord voted on all eral members of the board,laughed.
increases with a single 9-0 vote.
Bhatt said that students should
Bhatt said that she knew she be optimistic about the next fivecouldn' t change all of their minds, but year plan because here has been a lot
of student involvement on the Stushe is still disappointed.
" I knew that the board was very dent Fee Task Foree.
adamant about sticking to their five"Hopefully, the recommendayear plan, so in that aspect I'm not tions for fees for undergraduates
surprised," said Bhan, a student at UM- will stay at the rate of inflation,"
Rolla. "I think it's going to effect a lot Bhatt said.
A student fee task force will
of students.
R~ll said that he dresn't foresee
meet Feb. 2 to discuss recommenraising student fees in the next UM fee dations for a new UM fee policy to
policy at the same levels that wererecom- replace the current one, which is in
mended in the current five-year plan.
the last year of a five-year plan. The
"I think: we've pushed undergradu- meeting will be in the J.C. Penney
ate fees as far as we can," he said. "I Building from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. Stuthink we'll keep the constant money dents are welcome to attend and
level by going with the Higher Educa- offer their inpuL

m

Chief Justice
of Student

Court resigns

ill

Frank Richter is the
.. second
high level
SGA 0'Poanization
leader 0 resign
this year

'"

by Heather Phillips
of The Current staff

,

Frank Richter has become yet
another Student Government As~ sociation leader who has stepped
down from power.
"'
Richter resigned Tues., Jan.
16 from his position as Chief Justice of the Student Court. Richter
assumed the title for one semester, Fall 1995. The term for the
Chief Justice is normally an appointment for an entire academic
year.
This is his last semester at UMS1. Louis before he graduates.
"It was a hard decision but I
.. have to do what is best for Frank
Richter," he said.
Richter felt that his time was
being spread thin. This semester
he is carrying 16 credit hours.
Last semester he made the dean's
• list and does not want to lose that
status. He has also found a job
that will take more of his time.
Richter remembered that
grades should always be kept
number one in a student's priori.. ties.
"I couldn't afford to have [the
Student Court] drain on my
grades. "
Richter feels that he has left
the Student Court in better shape
than when he started.
Thanks to Richter , the court
-now has a meeting room. In addition, Richter has streamlined the
.. court's forms and has rewritten
• the policy procedures so they are
egible.
"I have been very active on
campus and have always supported student life," he said. "I
~ am proud to be ready to gradu-'!lte," said Richter. "I have enjoyed my years here at UM-St.
~ Louis."

..

University Scholars Program officially cancelled, again
by Susan Benton
of The Current staff
For the second time this academic
year, the University Scholars program has been pulled from the UMSt. Louis scholarship listings.
Students who receive the scholarship were notified in a letter from
the UM-S t Louis Office of Academic
Affairs that Winter 1996 would be
the last semester that students would
be eligible for the scholarship.
"The Chancellor spoke with the
senate and had decided that this would
be the last semester for the scholarship," said Bob Samples, director of
University Relations.
The University Scholars Program
is a scholarship that is awarded to
some 400 UM-St. Louis students per
semester based on their grade point
averages·. The scholarship is automatically awarded to students who
earn a 3.5 GPA or higher. Scholarship recipients must maintain their
GP A for a full year before being

eligible for the program.
The scholarship offers up to a 20
percent discount in tuition for GPAs
of 3.5 to 3.74 and up to a 30 percent
discount for GP As of3. 75 and higher.
The total value of the scholarship for
fa111995 was $ 134,000. That amount
or more was expected for Winter
1996.
"The Chancellor felt the money

$200-$500 per student, university
scholars say every little bit helps.
"I don't have the money to pay
for my school," senior mathematics
education major Andy Beck said. ''I'm
dependent on scholarships to make
it. My parents told me if I want to go
to school, then I have to make the
grades. That' s what they did. "
Beck, whohasa 3.7 GPA andhas

to make the grades then they should
be rewarded for their efforts."
"The program is not being revoked, it's being 'repackaged' into
different scholarships," said Thomas
McPhail, interim associate vice chancell or.
McPhail, who wrote the lener
no tifyin g the stu dents of the
discontinuation of the program ,

"The money [for the University Scholars Program} will remain in
scholarship funds, it will just be used in different programs. "
- Bob Samples, director of
University Relations
would be better spent on other student scholarships," Samples said.
"The money [for the University
Scholars Program] will remain in
scholarship funds, it will just be used
in different programs."
AI though the scholarship is a relatively small one, usually between ,

earned the scholarship for the past
three years, works two Jobs and relies
solely on scholarships.
"The uillversity is cutting these
programs, yet they want quality students to come out of UM-St. Louis,"
he said. "It seems to me that if you
have these students who are willing

said in order for UM-SL Louis to
meet its institu tional goals , the University Scholars Program needed to
be repackaged into other programs.
"The primary reason [for the termination of the program] is because
enrollment has been down since
1992," he said . "The University

Scholars Program is a post-award
scholarship. It is not used for the
recruiunent of students .
"We're using the funds [from the
progr~] to create scholarships to
recruit the best and the brightest from
area high schools and community
colleges."
"With the [University Scholars
Program), it was autom atically given
to students for their good grades,"
Beck said. "It's an incentive to make
a 3.5 instead of a 3.4 ."
University Program Board Vice
President Tom O'Keefe is strongly in
favor of the University Scholars Program .
"I think the scholarship should
remain in place," he said. "If we
don't reward the students who are
here, they could just as easily find a
school that will."
"I've worked hard all four years
that 1' ve been here," Beck said.
"Money that is rightfully mine is now
going to some other programs, probably minority scholarships."

"

EDITORIAL
Students did not have
representation in Columbia

Sounds of silence
by Michael O' Brian
of The Current staff
Once again, the Board of Curator::; met in one room, and it caused
the cost of your education to rise
substantially.
It's always the same thing. Get
these people in one place, and they
will most assuredly raise tuition or
student fees or, in this case, both.
Next semester, students at UMSt. Louis will pay $10 more per
credit hour for tuition and $2.87
more per credit hour for student
fees. The difference for students
taking 12 credit hours is $154 .44
per semester.
Based on 210,000
credi t hours (the
amount of hours the
University is estimating for Fall 96 enrollment), theincreasecreates an additional $27
million for UM-S t.
Louis each semester.
Considering that your tuition
has escalated considerably each
year over a four-year period and
that student fees just went up drastically two years ago, it is reasonable to suggest that the University
is bilking you for every dollar you're
worth.
So who's standing up to protect
you from this financial rape? The
Board of Curators didn't even negotiate the amounts of these increases. Mos t likely, the increases
are being orchestrated by the UMsystem President George Russell.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill has said
publicly that she is interested in
buying more property , and all the
while the rh etoric from your Student GovernmentAssociation president and vice president is "They
need the money."
You are just a number on this
campus. No one considers the
amounts of money that you are borrowing through student loans to pay
for your educa tion. No one considers the lack of employment opportunities and decreasing salaries for
graduates. No one cares about your
financial needs or problems. No
one cares.
There is no SGA leadership on
this campus. Faced with the highest
educational increases in the history
of UM-St. Louis, this year's administration has yet to take a stand
on your behalf. Not even a public
memo asking the administration to
consider the consequences of its
actions has come from the SGA
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Dean Denton
Khairul Fahmy Paimin
Judi Linville

office.
The general apathy displayed
by President Beth Titlow and Vice
President Clint Zweifel has sifted
from their own office and is now
infecting other vital SG A organizations as well. Pat Rauscher resigned
. as SGA comptroller because he
could not keep up with the load of .
work that the position had placed
on him . The Chief Justice of the
Student Court, Frank Richter, has
resigned, and now Jason Peery,
president of University Program
Board, is saying he may resign his
position in as little as two weeks.
Why are these students resigning
from their upper-level
positions? Because SGA
does not inspire hope for
anybody on this campus.
No one believes in a
dream or a cause because
the leaders of our organizations don 'thaveone.
This year will go into
the books as a do-nothing year.
What happened to the promises
of the Titlow/Zweifel ticket to ensure that students were treated as
customers. Students on this campus
are being treated as whipping toys
totally at the mercy of central administration, and the campaign
promises of our SGA administration have long been thrown in the
"hopefully I'll get to it file" otherwise known as the trash can.
Well, I haven't quit my job. I'm
right here President Russell, and
I'm saying what you are doing is
wrong. I'm right here Board of Curators, and I'm saying that you are
creating hardships in my life. What
I can't pay for now in school, I'm
mounting up in student loans so I
can be stuck with it later.
Chancellor Touhill and the entire Vice Chancellor confederacy,
you have forgotten about me, but I
remember you every time I fIJI out
the check for my rent or shop at the
grocery store or spend another night
watching bad television because my
wallet has been emptied for a growing collection of property mounting
on the outskirts of this campus.
Wrong! You're all wrong, and it
seems like the only thing you are
interested in is how to increase fees
for the future.
Leadership void of ethics is
tyranny . Maybe its time for some
administrators to take a couple of
the over-priced classes on our
schedule. I suggest something in
humanities.
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<:all (31-1) 516-517-1 fax us at (31-1) 516-6XII

by Scott Lamar
of The Current staff

The Current welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should be no ,longer
than 400 words. They nPust be
signed, as the editorial opinion of
The Current is that a signed letter
carries more weight with the
readers.

UM system

The Curators, who are supposed to
operate in the best interests of the students, are having studffits pay for their
pet-UM-Columbia. Students at UMStLouis are suffering due to the Curators' delusions that the UM system can
compete with institutions such as UCBerkeley, Michigan and Stanford.
These half-cocked theories were unveiled last Friday in Columbia during a
meeting in which student fees were
raised for what the Curators say will go into
teachers' . salaries and
building
repairs.
However,Curator John
Cozad compared the intellectual exchanges in
the student unions atColumbia to those at Yale.
They clearly want
UM-Columbia, not
UM-SLLouis, to be more prestigious,
like UC-Berkeley or Michigan, but
unfortunately they are going about it
the wrong way. Their solution is to
have all students pay more across the
board and make it more difficult to be
. accepted by limiting the number of
freshmen entering the University.
Berkeley only takes students who
were in the top 5 percent of their
graduating class. Schools like Berkeley and Michigan also have much
larger faculties than does any school
in the UM system. Their unrealistic
expectations seriously conflict with
the mission here at UM-St. Louis,
which is not the same as that of the
other four UM campuses. Therefore,
the fees should reflect the needs and
goals of the individual campuses.
Butwhatwas mostdisrurbing was
the recalcitrance demonstrated by the
male members of the panel: UMColumbia Chancellor Charles
Kiesler, UM President George
Russell, Curators Fred Hall, TheOdore
Beckett, James McHugh and Cozad,
to listen to the female members, Mary
Gillespie and Gayatri Bhatt
Bhatt, the student representative
to the board, gave several good reasons for the board to. rethink their
plans. Bhatt reiterated Russell's announcement that Governor Carnahan
awarded more money to the UM system than what was expected. Because the Board didn't adjust the proposed tuition increases, Bhatt raised
a logical question, why couldn't the
board give something back to the
students?
Her idea drew smirks and snickers from Russell, Hall and Beckett. I
doubt if the thought of a refund for

a.

aP- .

f ·Curators

President

Malaika Horne
449 N. Euclid
S1. Louis, MO 63108

George Russell
University of
Missouri System
321 University Hall
Columbia, MO
65211
(314) 882·2011

studen ts would ever cross their minds.
Bhatt noted that students are tak.ing longer to graduate, which adds to
their cost of education. Bhatt als
reminded the board that increased
financial aid is adding to students
debt upon graduation.
UM-Columbia
Chancellor
Charles Kiesler droned on about the
problem of students notgraduatingin
four years. He called it a national
phenomenon. He bragged about bo~
he graduated from college in two an ,
a half years and how he was not only
able to pay his own way"
but how he was also send
money home to boot.
Kiesler apparently
forgot that in order tQ
break into today's jo1;>
market, students nee4
internships and extracur:ricular activities just :i§
bad as they do adiplom3:.
It was brutally obvi;
ous that many of the older, male Cu·
rators have lost sight of what it mean~
to get a college education. In thei!
day, going to college wasn't the norm~
One could easily get a high-paying
job without a degree. Presently, a
post-secondary education is neces:
sary if one is to succeed in the job
markeL
.
Kiesler said another problem is <
that students are viewing college as
budget item, notas an investment. He
added that students are going to school •
without any prior savings.
.
Gillespie, who chaired the Board
of Curators Finance Committee, gave
numerous arguments against raising
the fees. In fact, at last year's meel- ,
ing, she voted against a tuition hike. .
At the meeting last Friday, she
peared to be against raising fees. She
conceded tha t it was difficult for the
average Missouri family to save
enough money to send their kids to
college.
But Gillespie was quickly rebuked. Kiesler said thal putting away i
$10 a month, investing it wisely in
the stock market, will result in a ,
healthy sum when the child is ready
to attend college.
Mary Gillespie and Malaika
Home, alumnae of UM-SL Louis:
don't have the power that the whi~e.
male majority have on the Board ot: 1
Curators. The student curator might
as well have spoken on behalf of the "
students to a stray dog. Her appeals to.
reconsider raising fees dido' t make a
dent.
Until curators with· realistic ex- .
pectations get appointed, UM-St. ~
Louis and the rest of the system will
continue to get the shaft.
~

(314) 361-2888

John P. Lichtenegger
1210 Greenway Drive
Jackson, MO 63755

John David Collins
107 1/2 N. Rollins
Macon, MO 63552
(816)

(314) 243-8463

James McHugh
438 Somerset Ave.

John Cozad
. 2600 Grand A

Webster Groves, MO 63119 .
(314) 968-8275

These ten people are the ones ultimately responsible for all University of Missouri policies and
regulations. If you have questions concerning why they are making the decisions they have made,
.
give them a call or write them a letter. I.f you don't speak for yourself, no one will.
..
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'In White Arne

onducts forum
•
ayto ISCUSS
•
e SOCI I issues

opens lack R
19t s ason
Unique production combines
social history for powerful ente
by Jill Barrett
of The Current staff
Martin Luther King 's birthday
two weeks ago celebrated the civil
rights movement that began in force
in the late 1950's. Although many
aspects of the civil rights movemen t are now a part of history books,
histo~y often leaves out the inner
feelings of blacks and whites and
their perceptions of equali ty
throughout American history . It is
this part of history that Martin B.
Duberman's pl ay "In W hite
America " chronicles.
"In White America" opens the
19th season of the St. Louis Black
Repertory Theatre. The play depicts the Afri.can-American struggle
for freedom fro m the transportation
of Africans to America during the
slave trade, to the dawn of the civil
rights movement with the integration of Little Rock High School in
1957. Du berman uses excerpts from
diaries, letters and other personal
observations to con struct small
scenes de tailing the day-to-day
struggles in the lives of AfricanAmericans. These personal ac counts not only lend flavor to the
reality of life during this time, but
they also reveal the perceptions of
the people and ho w blacks and
whites interacted with each other
individually.
The play is not struc tured in a
traditional way. Rarely are the
same characters in consecutive
scenes; the ensemble cast members play a variety of different
roles througho ut the p1ay. The
play does not have apl o t, as such. '
The action does not lead up to a
final climax and conclusion. Instead, the sm all scenes are inde pendent of each other. connected
by brief historical narration read '
by two young girls to c.reate ,an ~
overall impression of the hope .
for freedom in America. The ac-

a cohesive whole.
The effect is quite TV)'lJP.rtlU","',1
six-member cast gives a
trayal of the written a""UUJl1L~.
actors convey a wide emotion
range with very few props. Den
Thimes, particularly, is excellent
the final scene where she plays a 15
year old girl turned away from high
school by an ugly mob after the
Supreme Coun decision toendeducalional segregation.
"In White America" IS more than
good entertainment. It is also good
social history that can provide an
openi ng to a discussion of the issues involved.
"In White America" will play at
the Grandel Square Theatre through
Jan. 28. Ticket prices range from
$11-$25 with student discounts
available. Ca1l the St. Louis Back
Repertory Theatre box office for
more details.

munity, such as schools businesses Rafanan, executive director of the
and universities.
National Conference. "We try to go
The post-performance discus- beyond personal prejudice to foc us
sIon followed the basic format of on institutional oppresslOn-racial,
all of Dismantling Racism dia- gender, religious, and ph ysical oplogues. Director Maggie Potapchuk pression."
described the program and the goals
The program is a network of trainof the discussion, and Aliah ers, educators, and facilitators who
Mubarak- Tharpe set down the ,work on a pro-bono basis. These facilitators run
small dialogue
groups of 7-12
people that
purpose of the dialogue groups is to
meet for two
~9~~g:S?~f:.:;: :~tt.~·"'_te safe en vironment to exchange views.
hours a month
"i},\;':.l 9;jl\;C
try to go beyond personal prejudice to
for
fI ve
month
s
.
The
focus on institutional oppression-racial,
first set of Nagender, religious, and physical oppression. "
tional ConferMartin Rafanan, ence Dialog ue
Racism
Group s f or
gram is an
executive director of the National Conference 1996 begin in
outgrowth of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
March. P os the
1989
sible discusConfluence S1. Louis report, " A ground rules necessary to provide a sian topiCS include what are indi.
New Spirit of S1. Louis: Valuing safe forum to discuss sensitive is- vidual views of race relations, how
Diversity." This report was a call to sues. The audience then broke into individauls can change racist attithe religious community to provide small group s led by two co-facilita- tudes and behaviors, and what can be
a strong moral and spiritual leader- tors to examine the play.
done in the community.
ship on the issues of racial polar"The p urpose of the dialogue
"One thing I would like to emization, and has recently expanded groups is to create a safe environment phasize is the cycilcal nature of our
to include other sectors of the com- to exc haf!ge; views," said Martin network," Rafanan srud. " Group
members who would like to do more
can become facilitators." The facili tators are trained at a six -day training
session run by the Dismantling Racism Trainer Institute.
The program needs as many trainers as possible because " we couldn't
do it without them. It takes about 20
facilitators to run a one-day work shop," Rafanan said.
A one-day workshop is a full day
of training on racial issues and helps
bring together new people to form
new dialogue groups. The next oneday workshop, "Building an Inclusive Community," will be at UM-St.
Louis on Monday, Feb. 12. The program agenda will focus on learning
about individual and institutional racism and developing strategies to make
a difference, Program cost is $10 per
person, how ever, scholarships are
available.

a

Current Gallery 210 exhibit affects no lasting impression
by J III Barrett
of The Current Staff

Jenny Gordon Schueler opens
her first solo show at Gallery 210 in
Lucas HalL Schueler has had pieces
appear in group exhibits and collections, but her show here is her
solo debut. She received her bach"
elor of science degree from University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1984
and her master of fine arts degree

from Tyler School of Art in 1987. trasting pastel background. Her Another painting is one of eight
Her show consists of eight painting "Nine Clans" is just that- pairs of hands against a blue and
paintings and seven etchings. Pas- bold paintings of nine different kilts institutional green background , The
tel colors
e ffect is
do minate
j arring at
her paintfi r s t
Anist Jenny Gordon"s solo debut in Gallery 210
ings, often
g lanc e,
b ecaus e
c lashing features e~ght paintings and seven etchings.
of the bold
with one
colors that
a no ther.
Several of her paintings appear to placed against a pink, green, and do not go well with one another.
" Veggie Man", a paintln g of a
be just several pictures of one sub- blue plaid backgroud with a pink
man composed of a potato, green
ject matter placed against a con- stripe winding through the kilts.

pepper and carrots , is amusing, but
somethmg one would expect to find
in a kitchen decorated in Co untry
Cottage kitsch. If campiness is what
she wants to achieve, her " Veggie
Man" painting and "Heidie Milk
Bone Painting" work, but the rest
of her paintings do not. Most of the
e ffect of the paintings are in the
first glance; tr..e paintings have little
to hoid the Viewers interest after
that. Her show runs until Feb. 17 at
Gallery 210 in Lucas Hall.
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··!;'Ow, where a person is denied Qlmost
&</ery reminder of humanity . Prisoners
of The Current staff
are allowecl no visitors (exceptforspiriIn a time when the issue of the tua1 advisOrs): no television, and no
death penalty is often heatedly debated . ether Ccintact' with the outside world
.
moving' f1lm except by mail.
.comes the brillian.t
"Dellii' Man Walking" maintains
"Dead Man W alldng. "Directed by Tim·
Robbins, this movie probes deep into an awkward balance between the issue
the lives of a Catholic nun and a con- ofJife or d.eath{or brutal murderers. As
victed death row inmate
Poncelet appears to
as the prisoner faces inbecome more and
evitable execution:
more human ·to the
~u dience, several
The story begins with
a visitto a Louisiana prison
flashbacks depict
by Sister Helen Prejean
theactual murder of
(Susan Sarandon) tosee
the two teenagers.
for the first time her pen
This erodes any
pal, convicted death row
sympathy theaudiinmate, Matthew Poncelet
wce has for thecoo{Sean Penn).Pooceletbegs
viet Most of the
Sister Helen to help him Sean Penn stars In
sympathy falls on
me appeal papers and hire " Dead Man Walking ."
the Catholic nun
a lawyer. He maintains that he is inno- who faces the choice of granting absocent of murdering t\I,Io teenagers in the lution to a murderer sentenced to die,
Louisiana woods and wishes for some- or giving' in to the demands of three
one to appeal his case.
angry parents wanting revenge.
What begins is a long, arduous
Sarandon excels in the role of the
countdown to Poncelet's execution. sensitive Sister Helen Prejean. The
After failing to have his death sen- audience' gets the im pression of a
tence repealed, Ponce let requests that warm and completely believable
Prejean become his "spiritUa1 advi- character tom between her compassor" before his death. Prejean awk - sion for a seemingly inhuman person
wardly accepts the job and begins the and her sympathy for the parents of
difficult task of getting Pgncelet to the victims.
" Dead, ~ Walking" is defiadmit guilt and feel genpine remorse
for what he has done in order to win . niteIy a fil m to see in 1996. Sarandon
'
. and PelTn are dynamic pair, and the
redemption .
Under the affeetirig human cttarna story as a whole was excellently writis the pervasiven~ Qf life on ~th ten . .. .

by John Jones
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Tesla
at the American Theater
Tesla is a band that does not have
a definitive style. With one song,
they are as hard rocking as Megadeth,
with the next, they are as mellow as
Collective Soul.
One thing they do define is how
to put on a great concert. With the
great guitar work of Frank Hannon
andthe lead singing of J.K., the b and
just keeps truck:in' along.
The group is on tour in support of
their recent greates t-hits album
"Time's Makin' Changes The Best
of Tesla", a collection of great songs
from the group's albums prior releases spanning five album s and nine
years.
The band played all of their hits
. including a good sounding version of
"What You Give," a mellow song

Tish Hinojosa
. "Cada Nino/Every Child"
Tish Hinojosa, the acc laimed
bilingual songstress and Texas
native, has recorded at least six
full-length albums since
coming onto the Austin
acoustic scene in the mid
1980s; some all-English:
some all-Spanish yet others bilingual. Her latest release, Cada Nifio!Every
Child, is primar ily a
children's album with each
of the 11 tracks sung in
both Spanish and E nglish.
Hinojosa's parents immigrated to Texas from
Mexico. She began playing guitar and singing, both
in Sp anish and Engli sh,
while a teenager in San
Antonio. Though Cada Nino/
E very Child is Hinojosa ' s first
anempt at a bilingual children's
album, she has recorded songs
suitable for children of all ages
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1 '800-506-9091.

call:

on several of her earlier albums.
O ne of the most interesting
thing about th is release is its sim-
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Tesla Is from left to right: Troy Luccketta, Brian Wheat,
Jeff Keith , Tommy Skeoch and Frank Hannon.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - Singer/Songwriter

I

Bacteriat Vagi nosis, more co mrrn:m t han a yeast
infection, affects upto ,?O% of American women.
The good news i,s, B'1 can be eBsily diqgnosed .
and treated ..To find out how to partiCipate In
a research study that will help women 's ~alth

.that speaks a very true message about
relationships. "It's not what ya got,
it's what you give," is the bands
message.
They also played "Signs" and
"Mama's Fool" which they finished
their set with. The band also surprised many during their acoustic set
with a rendition of "Across the Universe" which was done by theBeatles
on their album "Let it Be." They only
played the first verse and many of the
fans didn't know what song it was.
Yet it was, for me the best moment of
the concert.
TesJa puts on one hell of a concert,
they are loud and colorful. And they
keep you wanting more. If they come
to town again, be sure to go, they aren't
-Ken Dunkin
a band to miss.

plicity. T he musical accompaniment, while certainly integral to .
the disc's overall quality, is not so
loud or intrusive as to overshadow
the lyrics. And the lyrics, in both

languages, are sung so as to be
easily understood by children and
adults. The lyrics are printed in
both Spanish and English inside
the disc.
The first song, the title track, was
written by Robert "Beto" Skiles
Hinojosa's long-time friend and musical composer. He originally wrote
the song as an instrumental for his
daughter and called it"Lucy' s Song."
Hinojosa liked it so well she got
permission to add lyrics to il

r

Veo en cada nino un porvenir
Esperanzafuerza y paz
Mi ocupaci6n es danMles raz6n
Que la Ie no pierdan jamas
Every child believes in good
tomorrow brings
Every child's our faith to hold
What w,e leave behind and want
for them to find
Is what we are today

One of the most interesting
songs both musically and lyrically is "The Barnyard DanceJEI
Baile Vegetal," a number of garden vegetables having a wild
party under a moonlit sky. In the
liner notes Hinojosa said the funniest part of translating the song
into Spanish was saying " betabel
rojo-that's 'little red beet. '"
This song features instruments
like drums, spoons , upright bass,
. cheeks (yes, the kind on the side
of your face), trumpet and muted
trumpet all contributing to a festive sound indeed.
Clearly Hinojosa loves children as well as music. With Cada
Nifto!Every Child she has taken
great care to produce a piece that
will not only entertain but will
also educate listeners to the rich
and diverse Latino and American cultures she was raised in.
- Michael f. Urness

QUANTI.JM TECHNOLOGIES
INC 0 R P 0 R A T E 0

Unsurpassed Expertise

Laser Printer Repair
& Preventive Maintenance

Responsive fo Your Needs
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

349-6600

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Post Warranty: HP'Apple'QMS'Brother
Warranty Center: Canon
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In the spirit of the University's
commemoration of the Dr. Martin L. King
Jr. Holiday and in preparation for the
University's observance of African American
History Month (February), the OEO presents
a quote from Dr. Martin L. King Jr. for your
most serious consideration.

• FREE TEST, with i mme di ate r esu ltsde:tects
pregnancy 10 days a ft er it begins.

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDrAT ~ practical assistance ·
• ALL services FREE and confidential
Help Is Nearby ·
.rentwoDd . . . . . 96 2-5300
Sr. C harles . . . _ 724-12DO
•• lIwin .. _ .. _ .221-226 &
S Ollth City . . . . _ 962-3653
Bdolcolon . _ .. .. 227-. 115
Mi dt own . _ . . __ 946-4900
(AFTER H OU RS: 1-800-550-4S1DD)

We Care.

.

Earn $300-$1000 in your spare time!

" PANAMA CITY BEACH

HEALTHY NON SMOKING MALES
AGES 18-45

I(EY WEST

I : 115 i. ]~ I : If1~"

J fa !~, ~ 1·1

• PER PERSON OEPENDINGON DESTINATION ! BREAK DATES ! LENGTH OF STAy.

,,~,$:-C~lQ~S,1I; N ·,CJII··4S, .

.

To~~ FI?IE;E INFOR~.TION & ..RES·EI?VATIONS

OR SURF OVER TO OUR W~B SITE AT:

:/ ! www.sunchase.com

H ow are you willing to establish a
" bridge" between/among the differences
that separ ate segments of our campus
community? Send your answers to the
OEO, 414 Woods Hall.

[lEO

Office of Equal
Opportunity

You can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic
drugs obtain FDA approval. Gateway Medical
Research, Inc. has 'been conducting research for
pharmaceutical cqrnpanies for years, and thousands
of people have participated. To find out how' easy it
can be to earn $$$, call (314) 946-211 0 anytime .

Gateway Medical Research
116 N. Main Street
St. Charles, MO 63301

January 22,.1996
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HPROBLEMS
Women's Basketball continues to
struggle from lack of experience
by Ken Dunkin
of The Cu rrent staff

~.

,..

Photo: Shelley Satke

Rlverwoman C. Nixon blocks a Pittsburg State player.

Last season the Riverwomen basketball
team struggled due to lack of players, this
season they are struggling due to lack of experience.
"1 would rather have a lack of experience,"
Christ said. "You always want more time, but
when you get it ,you realize that you don't want
that much. Last year we were getting 40 minutes per game."
That may have taken its toll on the team. At
several points the team had seven players on
the roster. The team would often play well only
to tire late and lose in the end. The team
finished 7-19 last year.
"We played tough against some tearri,"
Christ said. "But we would -get tired and worn
down. We would make mistakes because we
were tired."
The Riverwomen are currently 3-11 on the
season and 0-5 in the Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics Association (MIAA).
"I would like to improve our mental break
downs," Christ said. "I would like to see us
upset some teams that don't take us seriously
and maybe get a berth in the tournament."
That may sound like a long shot, but the
Riverwomen have shown they have the talent.
Christ is averaging 14.6 points per gam e. Deena
Applebury is also averaging in double digits
with 12.4 points per gam e, DJ . Martin is averaging 9.9 points per game.
"We're a young team," Chri st said. "The
girls have a lot of talent. We get alon g well on
and off of the court. We just have a few kinks

that w; ha~e to work out and we' ll be ready
to compete for a full 40 minutes."
The Riverwomen are a very young team.
They have two seniors, one junior and seven
freshman. The freshman are still going
through growing pains geting accustomed to
the college game.
"We play teams well for 20 or 30 minutes,
and then we have one let down and it kills us,"
Christ said. "We just need to improve after
that one let down. I want to see us go out
playing well and not losing respect to other
teams."
Though the team isn't the talle st in .the
MIAA, they have had some good rebounding
performances. They had struggled in that
category while Depi se Simon was injured
during the semester break. But with her back
doing her Deriis Rodman imitations, she is
averaging 4.6 points and 8.9 rebounds a gam e.
"We aren't that good of 'a rebounding
team as it is ," Christ said. ,':We get out
matched, and we have to work harder." ,
The team draped the battle with the
Pittsburg State Gorillas fast Wednesday 9165 . TheRiverwomen fell. oehin,d 50-34 in the
first half and wouldn ' t be much of a factor
after that, they were out scored 41-31 in the
.
second half:
Christ led the Riverwbmen with 15 points
and 6 rebou nds . Charlee Dixon and Beckey
Pawlak finished·· secDnd on' th,e team with 9
poin ts each.
The Riverwomen will be in action at home
against Was hbumon Feb. 1 and against Emporia Sta te Feb. 3'. Both ,gam es ·are at the Mark
Twain Building. The tip'-off ti me is 7: 30 pm.

~yennen take the fight on the road

"

of The Current staff

..
r

The Rivermen basketball team has
a rough stretch coming up as they play
their next three games on the road.
The Rivermen fOWld themselves
with only two home games in the month
of January and six games on the roa<i
They have played five of those games
so far and posted a 4-1 record in the
Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics
Association (MlAA) and are 9-6 overall.
"The conference season is going
very well," Meckfessel said. "We
have two conference road wins, but
we played poorly against Northeast
and they played very well. It was a
game we should have won."
Northeast University was 0-3 in
conference play going into their battle
with the Rivermen. They gave UMSt. Louis a 93-74 trouncing.
"It looks like we can lose to anybody on any given night," Meckfessel
said after the Northeast game.
The Northeast loss didn't keep
the Riverrnen down for long. The
Rivermen made quick work of the
Pittsburg S tate Gorillas last Wednesday. They jumped to a42-24 halftime
lead and didn't look back as they
cruised to a 79-58 victory.
"We played very well against
Pittsburg," Meckfessel said. "It was
mayoo our best game of the year.
They had won four games in a row
and we handled them pretty easy."

The Rivennen played well in that
game. Italso marlced theretum to prominence of center Kevin Tuckson.
Tuckson had been averaging 8.2 points
and 5.1 reboWldsper game. Against the
Gorillas, he exploded for 13 points and
8 rebounds.
''Eric Bickel has been playing real
well," Tuckson said. "So when he went
out of the game and I came in, I knew
I had to step it up a bit and fill some big
shoes. I had to do it to help the team."
The win pushed the Rivermen past
the Gorillas who they had been in
three way tie with. The Rivennen were
also tied with Northwest Missouri State
who also posted a 4-1 MIAA record.
"We had to win this game after
blowing the game against Northeast,"
Tuckson sai<i "We needed to get a big
win against Pittsburg State to keep us in
contention in the conference."
All of our goals are to win the
conference championship, go to the
conference tournament, win that and
flnally gela berth ill the NCAA tournament 'and win. I think we have a very
good chance. We have the talent, and
our shots are beginning to fall.
"If the Rivermen can beat Northwest or make a very good showing,
they will prove to many they are a force
in Division II basketball. Northwest is
currently ranked 9th in the Division II
polls.
"It would be nice to come away
with a victory against Northwest,"
Tuckson said. "We could separate us

from them and then set our sights on
Emporia State."
Since starting the season 1-3, the
Rivermen are 8-3. They are a changed
team.

"In the begining of the season, we
lost a few close games," Tuckson

said."We were getting our heads down.
We have picked up our game and
started doing the little things. Our shots
have been beuer. All we can do now is
keep improving. Soon we could be a
dominating force in the MIAA."
One thing that has helped the

Rivermen is their depth. The team l1as
11 players with over 100 minutes eayh.
"It's amazing how much depth we
have," Tuckson said. "We are two or
three deep in every position. That's a
real plus. If anybody gets tired or hurt,
there is a good player to step in."
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Riverm an Rodney Hawthorne t ries to stop an offensive drive.

Rivennen sweep hoosiers and clear benches
by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff

The UM-St. Louis Rivermen
Hockey Club took to the road, then the
ice at the Pan American Center in downtown Indianapolis, IndianaFriday night
They faced off against the Ball State
Cardinals in what proved to be an excellent road trip.
''This trip we played great defense,
Hessell really stepped up his game, and
Rob (Tesson) was great. "team captain
Neal Diepenbrock: said.
"But this ice is like slcating on a
stinkin' pond."
Ball State 3
UM-St. Louis 9
The team anived at the Pan Am
Center with barley enough time to
change and hit the pre-game skate.

However, the five hour bus ride proved
not to be a factor in the game.
At the 14:21 mark in the first period, Diepenbrock: scored for the Rivennen, but the Cardinals came back to
tie at 12:23.
After two penalties against Ball
State players, The Rivermen threw a
power-play goal in the Cardinals nel,
courtesy of forward Andrew Strickland.
Two minutes and three seconds
having elapsed in period two.
defenseman Jason Hessell scored. At
the 10:57 interval, Sniclcland scored
again, giving the Rivermen a 4-1 lead.
At 9:59, Canadian ttansplant Barclay
Poole scored, with assists from linemates Brian Hom and club-newcomer
Scou Allman. Altman, as is the Rivermen custom for rookies, had his head
shaved over the weekend. The nowbald rookie graduated from Parkway
North High School along with team-

mates Mackie and Strickland. Spem::ing of Strickland, with clock showing
9:42 remaining in the second, he scored
a power play goal. At elt.!lctly the 6
minute mark, Strickland netted yet another, thus earning a hat-triCk.
"Strickland won the draw, passed
over to me along the boards, oyer to
Herweck, back to Strickland, and a
one-timer into the net," Diepenbrock
said.
The score was now 6-1 and in the
second period. Eleven seconds after
the face-off at center ice, Strickland
made it 7-1 by scoring his fourth goal
on the night. After Snickland was
hooked down on a break away at 3:40,
theRi venn en went on to score a power play goal at 2:48. There was one goal
scored in period three, a short-handed
effort at 12:02. This was number five
for Srrickland.
There were nwnerous altercations

and subsequent ejections followi_llg that
goal .At 4 :05 in the third,Craig Herweck
had a difference of opiPjon with a Ball
State \>.wger, and calmly droPIY"A his
gloves to senle things. With under two
minutes remaining in the game, all hell
broke loose. Aftermultipleslashes upon
Mackie by Cardinal forwards long after the whistle, Tim James dropped the
gloves to battle anyone who wanted to
go. Ball State's bench took exception
to this and hit the ice for a piece of
James ,causingChris Helbig and Glenn
LeCour to leave the Rivermen 's bench
to engage in the melee. Even the
goaltenders got tangled. After skating
the length of the ice to fight, the Cardi·
nals net minder received a leveling
blow from Mackie, and was repeatedly
knocked down. Mackie subdued the
goalie with little effort, which is more
than can be said for the referees who
took min utes to control LeCour and put

a stop to pis pummelling of any Ball
State player within arrn ~' reach.
"Tris was the best I've ever seen us
play," Hom said after the game. "We
took the body, skated hard, and the win
was a continual team effort."
"Our d(efense) was solid; we had
confidence, took ~me stupid j)'".nalties, but came out with an explOSive
victory," Strickland c:" id:
"Offense produced quickly and effectively, the d-guys (~efense) clicked
well, and Glenn had areal1y neat game,"
Perkins said.
'.
.
"I love liim."
B"ll State
UM-St. LQuis 11
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South Padre Isla nd from $1 29

.

Daytona-Pan ama City from $129

· ~

Includes Free T-Shirt. 3 Break/oMs.
6 Nights 0/ Pi::::a. Gas Fiil-Up.
30 /l.1inute JVaverunner Ride il fl<...'r r~.JmJ
Nightly Shllllie to Clubs & Holds' "

·."

·

Includes Ext;lusil'c f arti s.
Side Excursions. and Special Discounts

·
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Call Today
(314) 230-8 757
(800) 819-8687
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Open 1 Days a Week

All Loca ti o ns O ffer a 7 Night StllY!
(Bus fl. nd Ai r T ra tls po l" t n ti on E _'ttr 51 )

Cancun & Jamaica From $429
Exclusive Beach & Hoppy Hour Parties.
SpeCia l Discounts & S ide EtClI ys iolls
Includes 7 Night S ta y & Air !

Reserve Y ou r Spac.e Today Before They Sell Out!

HELP WANTEDc~i.~

-_.

The CilJ:rent is in need of writers for
allsections. Call 516-5174 for info,
Practicmll Credit Available.

950 Francis Place, Suite 31 7
lilt Clayton Road and Brentwood Blvd)
13a) 725·3150

Message:

••••••••••• •••

Apartment:
from $270

Bacterial Vaginosis, more common than a yeast
infection, affects up to 60% of American women.
The good news is, BV can be easily diagnosed
and treated. To find out how to participate in
:) research study that will help women's health
call:

(You must include your name and student # for the ad to run.)

DTop-off your add at The Current
7940 Natural Bridge OR Call 516-5175
S11]DENTS FOR THE ETIITCAL
EX- 1REATMENT OF HUMANS.
TENDED TILL JAN. 27TH!
Join the Anthro Club today. Call
Submit your poetry, prose, & art Richard @ 516·7541 lor details.
now, yes right now, to the organi· Come and enjoy some coHee ,
zation that might print and publish chips , dip, & a mov ie this
your stuH hassle free. Visit En- Wednesday in 501 Cl ark Hall at
glish department for submission
3 o'clock.
guidelines.
LITMAG

1 800-506-9091.

Heat included! 1
bedroom, 2 room
efficiency, new
appliance s, new carpet,
some furnished. 6
months or 1 year lease:
$270 -$295 or a 2
bedroom, 1 bath
apartment: $315-$365.

DEADLINE

•••••••••••••••

SAVB THE SASQUATCH FUND!

••••• ••••• •••••

·I
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•

Name.

•••••••• • • •••••

•• •••••••••• •••

Saint louis Office

The Current Classifte-d Order Fonn

Extra Income for '96
Earn $500-$1000 weekly sruffing-enBabySitter Wanted
velopes. F:or details·Rush $1.00 with
Seeking
mature, Christ ian
SASE to: Group Five - 57 Greentrce
woman
to
care
for two children in
Dr., Suite 307 - Dover, DE 19901
my
horne
approximately
12 days
• SUMMER WORK
a monttl---.a. very flexible schedStudents in OUf program make ule. Must be a non-smoker, love
what· the y're wortll. Students av- children, have own transportaeraged $5,800 .Iasi summer.. .are tion , arJ(j re sume with references.
you average ? FiVe marketing and Please leave message at 423management training positions 1909.
are open. Must be motivated,
independent, & co achable. 1·· _~ERVICES
Spriing Break '96
800-759-0420 for more info. The
America's
#1 Spring Break comSouthwestem Co. , building leadpany!
Sefi
only
15 trips and travel
ers since 1868.
free! Choose Cancun, Nassau,
Benefit CODceprs, Inc. seeks office Mazatian , or Florida! 110% guarmanager assistant Part-time employ anteed lowest price! Confirm
during school year, full time during your trip instantly by phone!
summer. Small friendly company and CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK
fast paced environment Duties in- STUDENT· TRAVEL (800) 95clude filing , phones, data entry, & BREAK
misc. c1eride duties. Some computer Think trees .are great? Think Clinton is
knowledge helpful. Send resume to a god? Think Hillary is the hottest
1023 Executive Pkwy. Suite 2, S1L woman with JXlwer? Join the College
M 63 141 or fax 275-2108 attn. Pat
Democrats! Call Greg@ 516-7866

Made ya look!
The Current

"CAR SHOPPER"
Locating new & used velh icles
.,.--_____ERNIE CLOUSE

-Buy
-Sell
-Trade_ ~___-::

Agent

We do the deal for you! - - - RESIDENCE
CAR
894-2646
660-1460

~--..I

FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT $200+ half utilities. Walking distance from lTlV'iSL.
Peaceful neighborhood. Require·
ments: $200 deposit, non-smoker. Call
383-4303

•••••••• •••••••

FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share a 2 bedroom duplex .
$200 a month + deposit & 1/2
utilities. 15 minutes from campus.
Hwy 40 and Belleview .
647-6599
-

-

FOR SALE
••••••••• • • •• ••

•••••• •• • ••• •••

381 .. 8797

COMIC BOOK AND NON-SPORTS
CARDS
Large selection of recent books, [
Chase, promotional, and single
cards .
Sandman, Marvel ,
Wildstorm, and Babylon 5 .
..,/~
CALL TOM @ 956-0091
l •

,Part-Time Employment Opportunity

-

-~

-

PERSONALS
Epee fencer seeks other fencer for
practice sessions in gym. Call 5167541 and mention this ad.

$219

$229
$229
Madrid
$249
Amstardam $289

Frankfurt

•••••••••••••••

Congratulations to Erika Spidle on her
upcoming wedding.
Good Luck,
RicMrd

S309
$289

Foresin tadl~I'omSl L«.i1basOO onlllUldrll
p..rdlase. Restridions<Wif. laXosflOliocldodood

ti.iI hNII Travel ~

ClE E, Cotmcil on tnkrnoll....l Eduoalionol Euh"'l:e

7151 Natural Bridge Rd.
St Louis, MO 63121

t-B00-2-COUNCll

Prepare now for the

GRE and GMAT
CONTINUOUS SESSIONS
THRO UGHOUTTHE ACADEMIC YEAR
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO REGISTER,
CALL THE DIVISION OF C ONTINUING EDUCATION . .

977-2604
FIT-4-ALL

W.E.T.

M/W 5:30-6:30 pm

M/W 5:30-6:30 pm

Interval (lo/hi) aerobics with easyto-follow movements,

(Water Exercise Training)
This class combines water
resistance exercises, aerobic
activity, and strength-building for

';1... AE.ROUICS/STEP :
CARDIOFUSION

TJR 12:00- 1:00 pm
Lo/hi aerobics, stepping, and body
sculpting.
CARDIO COMBO
T/R 5:30-6:30 pm
A combination of lo/hi aerobics
and

FREE FRIDAY AEROBICS
12:00-1:00 pm
(Thank Goodness It's Free!)
Friday Aerobic classes will be free
to all students, staff, and alumni!

NEW NEW NEW
POWERDANCE
T/R 1:30·2:30 pm
The latest in dance moves, music,
power, and motivation to give you
an innovati ve and enjoyable
k

•

~'~~ BODY:SC VLPTIN (;
~

'-"'~~...-"il""'._1

T·N-T

T/R 6:35-7:35 pm
(Tone and Tighten)
Strengthen and condition the
major muscle groups throughout
the body with this non aerobic
class.

UM-St. Louis Rec.Sports
203 Mark Twain

SCULPT, STRETCH, &
RELAXA'r'i oN
BODY, MIND, & SOUL
T/R 2:30·3:30 pm
Over stimulated? Exhausted?
Over stressed?
Beautiful soothing music will
wash over you while you gently
stretch overWorked muscles.
Complete with mind-body
concepts such as progressive
relaxation, guided imagery, and
creative visualization.

516-5326 .

BOX ROBICS
M 4:30-5:30 pm
Non-contact workout that utilizes
boxing skills and challenges all
components of fitness. Learn
basic self-defense techniques and
the power of internal resistance
while burning fat, conditioning
muscles, and increasing body and
mind awareness.

FITNESS SE~~
-Body Fat Analysis
-Nutritional Analysis
•Individual Fitness Instruction
-Complete Fitness Consultation
.'h

SAINT LOUIS
UNIVERSITY

Time To Register!
t o \<J
[DO
d

all

FEES t~'"
,

• • 'I..

"rbU MAY flND OJR INTER'IIEI!I5
It UTTL£ DIFFER.ENT, wALT £R ~ ·· ·

Free Job Skills Workshops
Interviewing --Resume Writing
SPECIAL WINTER SAVINGS
Register for one class and receive
any additional classes at half
price ... everyone is eligible

~

TV stand with swivle top--$15. Glass' ,
top white iron rod dining table (round),
with 4 reupholstered chairs--$150. 1;oakcouchtable$15. Ironingtable-$5.
Best offer on all items. Call 385-"
5224 .

7744 Springdale
Normandy

laros ,ubjed It> change andtOl availabilny.
CIII to<J.y tor otJw rrorldwfdt dulWtloM,

11

Sleeprer sofa,llove seat. $100
Used only once
Call 862-7976

Bermuda
Heights

Prague
Rome

~

Career Services '
308 Woods Hall • 516·5111

Ads in the Classifieds make
$cents$!!! Classifieds are FREEto
students, faculty and staff. You
must include your name and university ill # for the ad to run. Call
Richard at 516-5.175 to place your
ad TODAY!!!

,

WE~LLERASE

."
YOUR COLLEGE
LOAN.

If you 'r e stuck with a
student 'l oan that's not in
default, the Army might
pay it off.
If you qualify , w e'll
reduce your debt-up to
$55,000. Payment is either
1/ 3 of the debt or $1,500
for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You'll also have training
in a choic e of skills and :.
enough self·assurance to
last you the rest of your life.
Get all th e details f rom ,
your Army Recruiter.

CALL.
426-0335

I

ARMY.
!
:
BE ALL YOU CAN IE:

I;'
I.

j
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:Riverwomen
'I've Basketball's
had aNichole
blast,'
Crist
said
Christ beacon of light in time of darkness
by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff

••

Nichole Christ has been a steady !£Orer
for the Riverwomen basketball team this

season . .
It shouldn't have come as a swprise,
. Christ has. been one of the more consistent
players for the team the past two seasons.
She has exploded thill season and is cur• •. rentlyaveraging 14.6 points per game.
"I have turned my game around this
season," Christ said. "I have become more of
an offensive threat I still look to create plays
for my teammates though."
And create plays she has. Christ has led
.., the in assists this season with average of2.58
. , assist per game for a total of 36. She also
ranked high in the assist caregory in the
previous seasons. ShehOO 102 in the 1993-94

.;

-"

season.
..

''RiverwomenHeadCoachJimCoenhas
worked with me,"Christsaid. "I have learned
how to see and read the floor more. I think as
r a player I have improved decision making."
Decision making is something you have
to work on. You have to look for your
teammates. I would rather be a play maker
tI, than a scorer. I would i'ather make the
play."
~
Christ has improved her play dramatically from her freshman season when she
.ij averaged 3.1 points per game and 2.7 rebounds. In her sophomore season she raised
those marks to 8.2 points per game and 2.7

rebOlmds. She vastly improved her play last
season and got herstats up to 11.5 points and
. 5.8 rebounds per game.
"My freshman season I received very little
time under Bobbi Morse," Christ said. ''Then
Jim Coen became the new coach and I had to
work hard. I have improved my game in the
past three years."
"Sheis aconfident and good floor leader,"
Coen said. "If the game is close she want the
ball in hex hands so she can make the intelligent play."
This season Christ has almost doubled her
reboWlding numbers. She is currently averaging 5.3 rebounds per game.
. "We aren't really that great ofa rebounding team," Christ said. "We have been working on that aspect of the game. We have also
been working on our defense."
Working hard isn't something new to
Christ, its something she has done almost
every game for the past four seasons.
"I like the competition of the game," Christ
said. "I like the feeling of going out and giVing
100 percent and then coming out of the game
knowing 1 gave it the best I could."
Unfortunately this is Christ's last season
for the Rivermen. She will fWl out of eligibly
after this season. She is currently on a 72 game
starting streak that goes back to her sophomore
season. according to Christ UM-S t Louis has
been a good place for her.
.
"I have enjoyed playing here," She said. "I
wouldn't make a different decision (go to
another school). I've had a blast"
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ATHLETICS SCHEDULE
Women's B-ball vs. Washburn
Men's B-ball vs. Washburn
Women's B-ball vs. Emporia State
Men's B-ball vs. Emporia State

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

1 @ 5:30
1 @ 5:30
3 @ 5:30
3 @ 5:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

RECREATIONAL SPORTS
Arena Football (W,R)
(2~day Tourney; 4-Player)
Coed Volleyball (M)
(Evening 'League)
Basketball (T,R)
(Nigt League)
Bowling Doubles (W)
(Day League; Ferguson Lanes)
3-on-3 Basketball (W)
(One-Day Tournament)

Deadline Jan 22
Deadline Jan 24
Deadline Jan 24
Deadline Jan 24
Deadline Feb 6

Exciting Rivermen Hockey!
versus University of Louisville
Friday (10:30 PM) & Saturday (Noon)
at the Chesterfield Ice Complex

Photo: Shelley Satke

Christ attempts a pass during a game against
Pittsburgh State last Wednesday.

--.

HOCKEY
The pre-game locker room mood
was sullen Saturday night, but after a
motivational speech by defenseman
~ Brian Diel explaining the need for short
shifts and team alliance, the Rivennen
.skated 10 another victory.
.
The first penalty occurred at 16:44
.. of the first period, at which timeHessell
•. was cross-cbecked into boards from
behind, rotitling the Rivennen to a ODe. ' man advantage. Diel then capitalized
with a goal at 15: 53. Hessell again drew
a Ball State penalty at 10:27, setting the
.. stage for Herweck's top shelf, glove .
side score at 9: 19. Unfortunately for the
. Rivennen, Chad Bart a elbowed Ball
Stale player at 8:52, sending him offfor
~ :wo minutes, or so he thought Twenty-

.'

.
five seconds into the penalty, Rivermen goalie Chris PerlOns was beat and
Ball Stale got a point OIl the board, the
only one they would see that night
. At 7:29, Herweck got into the
groove and put the Rivennen on top 3"
1. With 4:36 remaining in the first,
Poole received a two-minute minor for
roughing, and with 3:45 left, the Cardinals had a five-on-three skater advantage, thanks to Strickland's roughing
penalty. Ball State's power-play Wlits
proved ineffective, and with 2:11 left
Wltil the first intermission, Herweck
batted in a short-handed goal. With
umie..t:twominutes to play in the period,
Poole stepped out of the penalty box,
skated for half a shift, and was ordered

by the referee to return to the box for

tripping.
At the 12:25 interval in the second,
Altman scored his first goal in a
Riverman unifonn, assisted by Poole
and adding to the lead 5-1. Three minutes later, Strickland scored on a feed
from Diepenbrock on a rebound, and it
was at that point that Ball State elected
to change goalies. Barely four minutes
later, Altman beat the new tender.
Hessell then made the score 8-1 with
his slap-shot goal at 4:40. With 1:13
left in the second, on a line with
Grafeman and Helbig, Poole broke
down the ice with a short-handed effort
and scored, making it 9-1.
While killing a JX!ll8lty at 5:52, BJ.

"
Grafeman 5rored. Less than a minute
lata', forward Mike 0Iswaka drcwed his

mitIS ani IXJlvcrizeda Ball Stale player in
a two minute fight As a result, he was
ejected with a garoo-miscondoct
"A bOOty of mine, Dax, got his
patootie kicked in a roller hockey game
rxt too loog ago," Olzwaka said.
'1 watched him and suM!quently
learned how not to fight"
Duringthealtercatirn, LeCoureamed
yet anotrer game-miscondoct and was
aOOejeded.
"Glenn played awesome and managed to wait until the ~t minutes to get
ejected, whichisIa'e:'DiepenOCock:~d
"Andy was on fire, Barclay was a
nuisaIx:e to them, Grafeman challenged

the entire Ball State beoch, Helbig and
James got into tlle brawL and Mlrlcie
dropped their goolie, " Diepenbrock ~d.
"It was definitely a soccessful rood
trip."
'We limited our OPfXXleDts owortunities, no repeated breakdowns, and Chris
and Ian 00th rrude the saves crcovered up
when they had to," Strickland ~d.

"When you have only four
defensemen, things can go wrong quick,
but it didn't matter who was out there, the

team got solid performances,"
Diepenbm.:k ~d
"Perkins and I fin'd atoIalof34 shots
in two games, and only four went in,"
Mack:ie~d.

''This rink is not real good, and it's a

FROM PAGE
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tough transition from the fxility that we
pra:tice on," M:a::k:ie ~d.
"But we stole two wins from them.
ending in OOlwls, and kicked their bot-

toms. It will be areal hay-maker when we
rottle them again on Feb, 16 at home."
'"There was a bit of animosity on and
off the ice, but two gaines later, we've got
two wins," Diel said
''The freslunen stepped up and added
depth, Neal and Herweck were grtm as
always, and that was thaL"
Make sure this Friday your at the
ChestafieldU.S. lceSJUtS Complex for
the game versus the Univemty of louisville, Foce off time is 10:30, and again at

noon Saturday.

UN!VERSITY BOOKST E
,
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•All School
Supplies
-UM-St. Louis
Clothing &
Gifts
-Backpacks
-Greeting
Cards

Bookstore Hours:
Monday-Thursday 7:30 am-7:30 pm
Friday 7:30 am-5:00 pm

.-: ..n·........
.......-........--.
®.
Phone : 516-5763

~
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Redeem this coupon at the
University Bookstore and
get 10% off all School
Supplies, UM-St. Louis
Clothing and Gifts,
Backpacks, and Greeting
Cards

:
•
•
:
•
.:
•

••....... _..... _._ .. _----_ .... _-_.•
•

*Excludes electronics and software
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Bureaucracy grows to accommodate students
by Ffeather Phillips
of The Current staff
According to Chancellor Blanche
Touhill, there will now be a greater
focus on the students because an im portant position was split in two.
Last November ,the job of Director
of Admissions and Registration was
split in two. Mimi LaMarca has held
this position for approximately ten
years. Now, she is the Director of
Registration and the University is looking for a permanentDirector of Admissions. Don Morris is fIlling the position
Wltil someone is found.
When asked why she moved to
registration, LaNJarca said, "I think that
is my business." She refused any further comment
"Registrations and Admissions are

two separate operations," said Bob
Samples, Director of University
Communications. '''There was toomuch
for one person to handle."
Chancellor Touhill said there is a
greater focus on admissions and registration and they are both extremely
important on campus.
"In the years to come the numbers
of this University are going to grow,
Touhill said. '''There is a need to have
separate people focusing on each department"
LaMarca was chosen for Director
of Registration because of her experlise in the field: Touhill said that
Lat\1arca is an expert in student records
and her ability is outstanding.
"LaMarca gets along very will with
Glenn Allen, Director of Registrar
Records," said Thomas McPhail, As-

sociate Vice Chancellor of Academic
Affairs. "When Glenn Allen retires, we
will have some.one to carry on the mandated work."
Thisposi tionshouldbe.astepdown
for LaMarca Her work load has just
been reduced, practically cut in half.
Yet, she has taken a $2700 pay raise
since last year.
According to McPhail, the pay increase was "part of th~~ regular increase
that all staff had the opportunity to
receive."
"The pay increases happened in the
summer while the shift in responsibility happened in the fall," McPhail said.
" It had nothing to do with Mimi
laMarca's job."

Don Morris was chosen to fill in as
the Director of Admissions until someone is chosen to permanently fill the

position. Morris has been with UM-St
Louis for a "very pleasurable" five
years. He was the Assistant Registrar.
Morris decided to apply for the
position when Human Resources announced on campus that the job was
open. Two other people applied for the
position along with Morris. One person
withdrew their application. The other
person, did not have as much background with student information.
Morris feels that his technological
background
was very
helpful. As
Assistant Registrar,
he worked
closely
with Admissions.
"Being in charge of Admissions
&Od Registrations was an immense
amount
of work for one person to do,"
Morris said. "The change will make
life easier on campus for both areas."

If!ll l~I~I~l!~r~i:giji~'lll~:
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Radio Careers Fair hosts capacity crowd
by Lisa Lawry
of The Current staff
The first ever Radio Careers Fair
was held January 17 at the J.c. Penney
Building. Chairwoman of the 1996Fair,
GleniseCloudy ,anemployeeofWKSD
93.7, AM 550, and Y98, declared the
goal of this wotkshop was to educate
the public about off-air broadcasting
careers.
"We wanted to inform women, minorities, and everyone with an interest
in radio about careers other than announcing," Cloudy commented. "There

>

is such a slim chance at being an on-air
personality but there are many other
options in the field."
The J.e. Penney auditorium was
filled to capacity for the Fair's panel
discussion led by various broadcasting
personnel from the area These professionals gave advice on educational training, occupational ~portunities and how
to fmdjobs in the radio market
A variety of career options were
discussed by thepanel with topics ranging from administration to engineering
and programming. Jai-C from WKBQ
104 spoke from the announcer stand

Bacterial vaginosis, more common than a yeast
infection, affects up t o 60% of American women.
The good news is, BV can be easily diagnosed
and t reated . To find out how to participate in
a research study th at will help women's health
call :

1800-506-9091.

point and stressed versatility as an important step to employment in on-air
broadcasting.
"I don't have to work at Majic 108
because I know·Top 40. I don't have to
work Top 40 because I know country
[music]. Knowing a variety of music
will help you.Italso helps to know who
is in charge.Who you know gets you in
the door. After' you're in the door, it's
what you know."
After the panel discussion, fair participants walked through the displays
set up by local radio stations who were
there to take applications and answer
any questions about their stations.
UM-StLouis' own KWMU had a
display advertising their station and
explaining the application process. All
applications must proceed through the
University's Human Resource Department, but Patty Bennett, general manager ofKWMU, says those are not the
only positions available to students.
''Right now, we are accepting applications for practicums and internships in every area of the station,"
Bennet said. ''We have positions in
news, promotions, engineering, programming and I have even taken a
management intern before"
Internships and practicums must
be set up through the communications

department and are usually only available to those students in the commWlicarioos field though marketing and management
majors might
beAl
accepted.
If ;
you are interested
conta:t
Madrid in
the communications depanrnent
Considering the large crowd at the
Penney Building, few of the Fair participants were from UM-St Louis. The
Careers Fair was aimed at graduates
and professionals already in the job
market Many of the job seekers were
from local trade or technical schools
looking for advice on how to achieve
employment after graduation.
Greg White participates in an electrical apprenticeship program through
his studies at the IB W Training School.
White, like many others from IBW
who attended the fair, was there for the
engineering aspect and for help local
broadcasting engineers might offex.
"I'm not sure which avenue to take
to get the job I want and the speakers
here have given me some good advice," White said.
The crowd of over 500 surpassed
the sponsors expectations and both
Cloudy and Bennett were quick to call
the first Radio Careers Fair a "success."
'This is the first time an event like
this has been held in St Louis. Obviously, a need was met," BeIUlett said.
"Stations and professionals were able
to find out more about each other."
Bennett said.
Bennett was thrilled by the Fair's
appeal and was thanklul to the Chan·
cellor for letting the Fair come to UMSt. Louis.
''I'm 00 the txmd of the St Louis
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Radio Association, aSjX)ll'D'ofthe Ralio
Careexs Fair," Bennett said. ''We called
·the Olaocelloc's office to see if UMSL
would be interested in hosting this event.
We got a wormfui J:e.SIXXlSC and their
~uwxt is greatly aweciated"

MOVE IN BY FEBRUARY 10 AND
RECEIVE $100 CASH BACK!

onnections
I

IS

MOVE INTO ANY UNIT
TYPE AND RECEIVE A $100
CHECK!

I

coml
Please hring this GC/l1'ith you l1 hen
you sign your lease. We 10ok.for~vGrc/
to having you live at The Meac/ol1's!!!
J
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UNIVERSITY MEADOWS
APARTMENTS

Call (314)

516-7500

10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.

Financial backing of hot new band Bobbie S. and the Pussycats
Two words: l:J Ma11
.
Free-roaming security squad of retired circus monkies
Rea,lly big eyeball on roof of Optometry Clinic
UMSL Skywriting Team
New line of L. JJSandy" MacLean Signature bow ties
. available exclusively in UMSL bookstore
·4. UM Disney featuring JJMcHale's Navy" fun rides in Bugg Lake
3. Road repairs ... really.
.
2. Underground catacombs for brewing and storage of
Blanche's Special Sauce™
.
- .
1. A New University Center

